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.,. - Among the Druses the hereditary feudal rite of
to command the services of the people of a given
Christians as well as Druses, was unquestioned up to this
time. Peasants were expected to haul stone from the
quarry and firewood from the forest, receiving as their only
: pay a meal from the sheikh at the end of the day.1 A year
or two before the massacres of I860, my father, then resident
at S&q-el-Ghurb in a house belonging to a well-to-do Prot-
estant of Orthodox extraction, heard a cry wafted up from
the roof of a house in 'Aitat, a village of Druse sheikhs on
the slope below. " Ya Nasif Machail!" sounded the voice.
" Ya Nasif Machail! He has spoken!" Nasif Machail, who
knew that by this phrase his presence was commanded,
immediately dropped his work, .hastened down the slope,
and, humbly saluting, entered the presence of him who had
"spoken," his liege lord, the head of the house of Tal-
huk. " Take this letter at once to Baqlln," briefly said the
sheikh. Now, Baqlin is not far from 'Aitat as the crow
flies, but for man or beast it was in those days a weary jour-
ney of many hours along a stony path that twice dipped
down to the bottom of deep valleys and mounted the steep
slope beyond. Without question this Protestant Christian
delivered the letter of the Druse chief tain and re turned home
along the same weary route. I myself remember well a
benign and stately old sheikh of this same family of Talhuk
who in the earlier times had ordered his servants to beat a
man simply because he had failed to rise from his seat on
the wayside when his lord was passing along another path
further up the same slope.
According to unvarying feudal law, in return for such
services the peasants received protection, leadership in
war, and unbounded hospitality. Churchill states that the
Emir (Prince) Beshir Shehaab' would entertain for days
together two or three thousand footmen and five or six
hundred horsemen. The Earl of Carnarvon, writing of a
visit made in 1853, testifies to similar hospitality among
the Druse sheikhs, who impressed him with their dignity
1 "Mount Lebanon/' vol. I, p. 285, by Colonel Churchill (London,
1853).

